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QUALITY ROCKS 
 
The versatile Quality Rocks is a stakes winner on the main track at two and a graded 
stakes winner on the turf at three.  
 
A 4½ lengths winner over 5½ furlongs on her debut, Quality Rocks captured the 
Arlington Washington Lassie Stakes on her second start, scoring by 3½ lengths from 
five-time graded winner Sarah’s Sis and stakes winners Happy to Go, Puntsville, and 
Susan’s Day.  
 
At three, Quality Rocks stretched out to 8½ furlongs on the turf to take the Florida 
Oaks (gr. III), defeating grade one winner Include Better, graded stakes winners 
Consumer Credit and Tiger Ride, and stakes winners Season Ticket and Nicky’s Brown 
Miss.  
 
Quality Rocks also took second in the Sweetest Chant Stakes (gr. III), beaten a length, 
after out-dueling multiple grade one winner Miss Temple City, graded winner Ol’ 
Fashion Gal, and stakes winners Red Sashay and Nicky’s Brown Miss; the Edgewood 
Stakes (gr. III); the Jessamine Stakes (gr. III); and the Penn Oaks, beaten a ½ length, 
ahead of graded stakes winner Prize Exhibit and stakes winners Red Sashay and 
Gypsy Judy. 
 
Quality Rocks is a daughter of the exceptional racehorse Rock Hard Ten, winner of 
the Malibu Stakes (gr. I) and Santa Anita Handicap (gr. I). A son of Kris S. and a 
grandson of Roberto, Rock Hard Ten has sired 25 stakes winners, 15 graded. His first 
runners as a broodmare sire are only just starting to hit the track, and they include 
this year's graded stakes winning two-year-old Ten City.  
 
Elusive Virgin, the dam of Quality Rocks, is a winning half-sister to the La Jolla 
Handicap (gr. III) and Will Rogers Handicap (gr. III) victor Purely Cozzene, and to 
multiple stakes winning and grade placed Erica’s Smile, herself granddam of Sheriffa.  
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The granddam is half-sister to Debutant Dawn, a half-sister to stakes winner Pure 
Red, the granddam of stakes winner Tulsa Queen. She is out of the Debutante Stakes 
winner Pure Platinum, a daughter of Sucha Snob, the ancestress of 23 stakes 
winners, including Breeders’ Cup Distaff (gr. I) victress Unbridled Elaine; grade one 
winners Political Force and Glitter Woman; and grade two winners Emotionless, 
Etched, Lead Story, and Aljamin. 

 


